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Description:

Transform your approach to money and create success. The formula for getting rich from a Christian perspective and the inspiration behind
Rhonda Byrne’s bestselling book and movie, The Secret. Wallace Wattles concisely shows how to use the power of thought and willpower on the
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way to getting rich.Use the Science of Getting Rich to:Think creatively, rather than competitively and how this is one of the keys to becoming
wealthySet yourself on the right course to obtaining wealthGet rich in a ethical wayUse positive thinking to obtain your desiresSucceed doing what
you want to doWattles shows that by focusing only on what your heart desires and believing unconditionally that those things are yours to have,
you connect to the Universe which gave you those desires in the first place and intends for you to fulfil them.His philosophy is at the essence of
how we can attain real fulfilment and inner-peace doing what we love. This book will show you exactly how to control your thoughts so you can
have the success you were created for.Science of getting Rich contents:The Right To Be RichThere is A Science of Getting RichIs Opportunity
Monopolized?The First Principle in The Science of Getting RichIncreasing LifeHow Riches Come to YouGratitudeThinking in the Certain
WayHow to Use the WillFurther Use of the WillActing in the Certain WayEfficient ActionGetting into the Right BusinessThe Impression of
IncreaseThe Advancing ManSome Cautions, and Concluding ObservationsSummary of the Science of Getting RichInspiring quotes from The
Science of Getting Rich: The very best thing you can do for the whole world is to make the most of yourself.You must get rid of the thought of
competition. You are to create, not to compete for what is already created.Get rich; that is the best way you can help the poor.Do all the work
you can do, every day, and do each piece of work in a perfectly successful manner; put the power of success, and the purpose to get rich, into
everything that you doSuccess in life is becoming what you want to be.A man’s way of doing things is the direct result of the way he thinks about
things.To get rich, you need only to use your will power upon yourself.Excerpt from chapter 1 - The Right to be Rich Whatever may be said in
praise of poverty, the fact remains that it is not possible to live a really complete or successful life unless one is rich. No man can rise to his greatest
possible height in talent or soul development unless he has plenty of money; for to unfold the soul and to develop talent he must have many things to
use, and he cannot have these things unless he has money to buy them with.A man develops in mind, soul, and body by making use of things, and
society is so organized that man must have money in order to become the possessor of things; therefore, the basis of all advancement for man must
be the science of getting rich.The object of all life is development; and everything that lives has an inalienable right to all the development it is
capable of attaining. Mans right to life means his right to have the free and unrestricted use of all the things which may be necessary to his fullest
mental, spiritual, and physical unfoldment; or, in other words, his right to be rich.In this book, I shall not speak of riches in a figurative way; to be
really rich does not mean to be satisfied or contented with a little. No man ought to be satisfied with a little if he is capable of using and enjoying
more.

The secret teaching of this book is in chapter 4 and chapter 7.Chapter 4.Every thought you have is derived from an impression of the outside
world. When you SEE HEAR SMELL TOUCH or TATSE something it INVOKES a thought. In other words, we are being controlled (really we
are programmed) by the outside world. What we must start to do is live from the INSIDE OUT. Give control to you, and the outside will then be
a reflection of the INSIDE.These impressions create our THOUGHTS and our THOUGHTS determine how we FEEL. Therefore THINKING
and FEELING as a combination is the secret ingredient to IMPRESSING your mind. Our Minds are easily IMPRESSED because we REACT
(triggers emotions) to situations and people that make us FEEL bad (thought was just impressed), which leads to negativity and negativity repels
money. You have to be on the right frequency to attract money. How..Chapter 7Gratitude is the seed for more. Whatever youre grateful for you
will pull more of that into your life. The power is not in the gratefulness alone but the power really resides in feeling grateful. Feeling grateful is
sending out positive emotions out into the universe and whatever you are grateful for you align with on a vibrational level.When we realize this as
Wattles says, we loose all doubt for we now know how to create what we want to create and have what we want to have and become what we
want to become. You have always had control over your life, but you have given control of it to other people and circumstances because you have
allowed it to take possession of your mind by your REACTION to life.Be mindful of your Words, be mindful of the words of others around you
because life and death is in the power of the tongue. Words are powerful, because words determine how you feel and you can never feel really
grateful and positive if you allow others to hurt you with their words because they are at an emotional level hurting your vibration and your vibration
is what attracts everything you desire
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